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Leke Alder
CONVERSATION WITH AN ATHEIST
I share knowledge on faith and God regularly on social media. The knowledge on faith is
also accessible on myilluminare.com platform. Recently I posted two quotes about God on
social media. It brought a sarcastic retort from an atheist. I decided to engage him and an
interesting conversation ensued. Well, that’s the genesis. You’ll have to read to find out the
ending.
Enjoy!

On the omniscience and goodness of God
Atheist: I don’t think that God is omniscient, omnipotent or good. E.g. If God claims to be
good, harmful events should not be experienced by his children. After all, they claim he is
omniscient and omnipotent. Of what use is a God that knew of harm ahead, has power to
stop it, but didn't. This means God isn't a relevant factor in human experience.
LA: Unfortunately, you have a humanist moral conception of God. This is quite distinct from
the idea of God in scriptures. It will be quite a stretch to equate foreknowledge with moral
responsibility. If we go by that rule, human jurisprudence will go haywire. Can we for
example hold you responsible for everything you have foreknowledge of? If you were told by
a very reliable economist the Naira (Nigerian currency) would crash against the Dollar, do
we hold you responsible for the crash or the consequences?
Atheist: If I were to be bestowed with the supernatural attributes of your God, I would have a
better score sheet. My question to you borders on the usefulness of a God that has
foreknowledge, but can't prevent harmful events from occurring.
LA: You have an inventive philosophy of what God ought to be. It is kind of funny because
the creature is now conceptualising the Creator. You somehow imagine God in a utilitarian
dimension - a global police officer dedicated to the prevention of evil. But you ignore the
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revelation of God about God. And who better to talk about God than God. Clearly, you
haven't taken time to imagine what it means to be human. That God you imagine, will never
allow you to write the things you've written so far if your concept of God holds. In other
words, the "God" you've invented will violate your freewill. Though I must say the invention of
a "God" is curious for someone who doesn't believe. Another word for this is idolatry.
On freewill
Atheist: If you claim that I have free will and responsible for my experience, of what use then
is a God who places himself in the position of being my judge? Of what use is the
foreknowledge, when God has never, in human experience, prevented any harmful event
from happening?
LA: Unfortunately, that's a humanist moral philosophy of God not constitutional
righteousness, which is actually God's operating system. But even at that, man must bear
moral responsibility for his creation. The earth, we're told, has been given to the sons of men
by God. We're free moral agents. To imagine God will intervene in every evil proposition of
man is practically impossible and creates a conceptual issue. We'll no longer be "human,"
we'll be robots. Believe me, men will complain of excessive intrusion. Imagine God stopping
you from typing what you just typed! You'll surely complain of the violation of your freewill.
Atheist: Where then is the interventionist attribute of God? Where then is the realistic
goodness of God? What then is the useful value of the omnipotence, omniscience and
omniscience of God? Your reply states that as humans, we are responsible for our lives.
This then makes God a "nothing factor" in human experience.
LA: Where then is the interventionist attribute of God? Why, Jesus died to save us from Sin!
Where then is the realistic goodness of God? For God so loved the world he gave his Son.
To quote another writer in the Bible, the goodness of God leads us to repentance. God
simplified the salvation process, removed it from the realm of morality to the realm of faith.
All you need do is believe!
As per the assertion - God is not a factor in human existence - the Greek philosophers said,
"In him we live, in him we move, in him we have our being." Your very existence is God
dependent. The problem you have is you see God as a moral street cleaner or some form of
Superman or Spiderman who's supposed to prevent evil. In which case, you should get
ready for a Tom Cruise Minority Report existence.
Is the Bible a myth?
Atheist: All of the above are mere abstract thoughts that spin myths and illusionary
fabrications. All the creationist propositions are fairy tales. The entire fictional work called
bible bears no substantial evidence of God’s existence. So, what's the value of faith in
myths? In the very Bible that you quoted are the claims of a superman-God. Why are you
excusing God from living up to the claims ascribed to him?
LA: Interesting you call the Bible fabrication. But let me ask you some questions. Was there
a historic Pharaoh Thutmose II (1493-1476 BC) at the time of Moses? Was there a historic
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King Cyrus the Great (576-530 BC)? Was there a historic Chaldean king named
Nebuchadnezzar (605-562 BC)? Was there a historic King David who reigned 1010-970
BC? Was there a historic Paul, or Peter or John, or Herod? And was there a historic Jesus?
If these people are real, created history and interacted with history, and if archeology
substantiates them, how can the Bible be a myth? It's a historical compendium of these
same people!
As to creation, you obviously haven't studied the science involved and I don't blame you for
some of your views. Many Christians have not too, so they don't put forward the right
information. The Big Bang theory which is the prevailing cosmological model validates the
Bible narrative. There WAS a beginning, though we can't fully define that beginning. Science
can't too. And the ending predicted by Peter in the Bible is actually on all fours with
cosmology. There are three likely scenarios, Peter asserted one. How I wish you'd take time
to study scriptures rather than regurgitate these assertions of the unlearned. I am engaging
you not to argue with you but to let you see things you're not cognisant of. The same God
you repudiate from inadequate knowledge loves you more than you'll ever know. Please ask
the next question.
Who is God?
Atheist: You have raised some points that appealed to historicity. But to avoid dissipating
energy and for the purpose of beneficial discussion, let’s start this way:
Who is God?
LA: That's a good question. Who do YOU think God is?
Atheist: You are the one who claimed to know about God. I simply asked you the very idea
you're pushing. Who's God? Decent discussion entails intellectual honesty, and I do hope
that you give that a consideration in your reply.
LA: That was a well-intended question designed to focus our discussion but I see you're
trying to avoid answering. I can see your paradox. If God doesn't exist then you can't ascribe
moral responsibility to him. You can't ascribe responsibility to a non-existent being. If you do,
then you're not really an atheist. But if you acknowledge God exists then we can zero in on
the real issue which is the fact you have a problem with God. If that is the case we can then
have a focused discussion and not one flying in different directions. So the onus of
intellectual honesty lies on you. Again I ask, who do YOU think God is? Forget all those
opinions of the unlearned, who do YOU think God is?
Atheist: Now get my drift. I had taken you up on your quote, not because I begrudge your
God. I put up all those comments to lead you to the subject of God idea. As it is with you
Christians, you make assumptions that are founded on illusionary doctrines of your
religion. You think that if I make critical enquiry about your God, then I must have been
disillusioned or just angry at God. What a nauseating and childish way of thinking! You're the
one who claimed in your quote that there exists something called God and that this thing has
foreknowledge. My question to you is – who is God? You introduced God. The onus is on
you to prove his existence. Who do I think God is? I haven't thought about God! So tell me,
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who is God?
LA: Forget what "you Christians" would have said since I never said those things. I never
called you delusional did I? Neither did I say you were angry. Let's keep a focus. It's
however not true that you haven't thought about God or you wouldn't have said all you said.
You remember you asserted he's not omnipotent or omniscient and he's of no value to
mankind. So you have thought about God. What any third party will read from your response
is that you really don't know anything about this God! Then arises the question: If you don't
know him how can you know about his attributes? How can you assert what you're not even
familiarised with?
But let’s avoid dragging issues unnecessarily. I'd say God is a potentate - a very powerful
political figure with deterministic capacities.
Atheist: What's your reference for this definition?
LA: Oh! my reference? I thought you knew. It is 66 books written by 35 authors over a period
of 4000 years. I could list all the authors. The historical King David was one. His son
Solomon was another. There’s also that lawyer called Paul. What's your bibliographical
reference for denying the existence of God and when was it written?
Proof of God’s existence
Atheist: I haven't denied anything yet. You have just defined a personal entity - (monarch
with deterministic capacities) - God. Again, you just said that the Bible (written by primitive
and grossly ignorant men) informed you so. Now that you claim the existence of a monarch,
let's go a step further. Can you prove (with empirical/substantial evidence) the existence of
this God?
LA: There you go again ducking a simple question and contradicting what is right here on
this page that anyone can access. If historical Solomon was a grossly ignorant man, then we
must redefine ignorance. If Paul was a grossly primitive and ignorant man then modern
secular universities that study his writing cannot be clever. Unfortunately, many do!
But here lies the intellectual limitation of the materialist - the untenable belief that everything
must be material and based on empiricism or it does not exist. Can you give me the material
basis of consciousness? Or supply the empiricism of morality? While you're at it, don't forget
to give us the bibliographical reference for your beliefs or lack thereof, and when it was
written.
Atheist: Don't be in a hurry. We're not yet done with the God idea and the proof of its
existence. Since you found no trepidation in appealing to historicity, I shall then ask you this:
According to the Yoruba cosmological narration, which was orally passed down (just like the
Torah) but now in book form (just like the bible) it is claimed that Obatala (deity) was the
creative agent of Olorun (God). These two entities are said to be the origin of life. Do you
believe this?
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LA: When you answer the simple questions I posed, I will continue with this discussion.
Atheist: Answering your question on consciousness will derail the crux of this discussion. We
can always come to this, when we're done with the God idea.
LA: No. Answer. Unless of course you have no answer. What is the empirical basis of
consciousness? What is the bibliographical reference for your beliefs or lack thereof, who
are the authors, when was it written? This is a question you posed earlier. Please answer.
Atheist: Just a jab on your logical slant: Is Yoruba mythology on Ogun, Sango, Oya etc not
being studied in secular universities today? Does that now give you sufficient reason to
believe those stories? Whatever any Ifa priest wrote as the origin of life is coming from both
a primitive and ignorant mind. This is because such stories are mere assumptions that are
not testable.
LA: There you go trying to duck again and create red herrings. Please answer the questions
you raised. What is the empirical basis of consciousness? What is the bibliographical
reference for your beliefs or lack thereof? State the authors and when was it written.
Atheist: You see when I am engaging on a topic like this, I take the lengthy road, not
because of my opponent but the audience. They are reading in between the lines that you
may be dishonest with. Derailing the focus from your God idea, just revealed that you can't
prove the existence of God, in the rational and intelligent way. Consciousness is a
neurophysiological (the normal functioning of the brain and its electrochemical components)
phenomenon. In the neuro-scientific lab, the empirical basis of conscious and subconscious
phenomenon have been established. In this same lab, dreams, trances and the likes have
been stimulated.
LA: There is something called argumentum ad misericordiam (appeal to pity). You just
attempted it.
Please give us that empirical reference for consciousness you spoke about, as well as for
morality. It should be easy since you remember the experiment so well. While at it, don't
forget to give us the bibliographical reference for your beliefs or lack thereof, who the
authors are and when was it written. Why is this so hard for you? I gave you my references
as you requested. You must be able to abide by the standards you set for others.
The not so pleasant conclusion
Atheist: I'm a scientist and I assume you're a lawyer. But one major factor that defines an
intelligent mind is intellectual honesty. Any other attempt at intellectual discourse without
honesty is crass idiocy. I will leave you to your rat-hole romance, as long as you want to
cowardly refuse to dwell on the question that I asked you. You claimed God exists because
your Bible said so and I asked you to prove the existence of this your God with empirical
evidence. You can consider this discussion closed as long as you want to continue asking
questions outside the subject matter.
LA: What a pity! There is also a fallacy in logic called argumentum ad hominem (attacking
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people's character). It's not something you should engage in.
Atheist: How do these irrelevant and misplaced descriptives help your crass assumptions
(about the God idea) now?
LA: I'm sorry but I'd rather not further any discussion with you under the circumstances.
There is that thing called civility in civil discourse. But I do wish you the best.
Atheist: *Crass assumptions - unintelligent assumptions
*Rat-hole romance - fondness for derailment
*Coward - not bold enough to bear the pain of daring.
Civility is subjective and I crave no patronizing wish. Nice meeting you.
LA: Res ipsa loquitur (The thing speaks for itself).
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